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A catastrOphic ηれfall was‐ 鐙corded in July 1983 in the western paFt Of Shilltane

Pref∝ture,and s∝ iOus disattett were causedわ y the rain The data on theheavy tain

and s10。 e falure,iS analyttdi ltる exa01■ed how the occurrence Of slope Fallur鶴 亀

related tOlhe rainfan cha聰cteristics The variatiOn of he number oiS19pe tailur偽

vith tine is lvell coreladve with hat of thc m� fall inteい ity,sone Slope failu嗚

ho、ハ/eve■ 。CCu嬌 ―after the stopping of he ra�
.

For predicting tho cccurrenco of didasters due to thc hea1/y ralIIfall,a mehod using

a tank mOdelis applled and cnttュ I value Of the storage in theitank isdcterminedi lt

is alsO shO、 vn that the Criticil storage danlwell explain the Occurrence of disasters and

ex,lain the posSibHity of the delayed failures
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1, INTRODUCTION
A catastrophic heavy rainfa■ l was recOrded from the evening of 22nd

to the noon of 23rd 」u■y η983 in the western part of shimane Prefecture, the
San― in district. The hour■ y rainfa■■ reached more than 50mm/h between O.00 and
l.00 on 23rd and such a rainfali cOntinued ti■ l ηoooO on the day. There had
never been exper■enced in this distr■ ct such a heavy rainfa■ ■ that the hourly
rainfa■■ intensity Of more than 50mm/h was recorded uninterupted■y over 10 hOurs
E4]. By this Heavy rainfa■■′ mOre than one hundred persons were ki■ ■ed or missed
and the damage amounted to more than 300 thousand mil■ ions yen. The geo■ ogica■ ′
geotechnicn■  and hydro■ Ogical features of disasters have been made c■ ear[キ I]

The purpOses Of this Paper are tO examine and discuss how the time

when a slOpe fa■ ■ure occurred is related to characteristics of the rainfa■ ■

and′  by applying a method fOr predicting occurrences of s■ Ope fa■ ■ures Or debris
f■ows to the case of disasters in Hamada city′  shimane Prefecturer to discuss
the pOssibi■ ity of preventing disasters due to heavy rainfa■ is.

2. RAINFALL CHARACTERISTICS AND SLOPE FAILURES

2,l Characteristics of the Rainfall in Hamada city

The hyetograph recorded from O.00 0f 16th to 24.00 of 24th 」u■y in Hamada city

『
IIB is shown in Fig。 1, where the accumulated rainfal■  is a■ so represented.
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Hyetograph and accumulated rainfall in Hamada

[■ IB Disasters due tO this heavy rainfa■ ■
~were investigated and ana■

yzed by research group
organized by the support of the Natura■  Disaster Science Research Foundation of the Ministry

Of Education. The resu■ ts have been reported El]. The first Author a■ so wcyrked in the group as
a member   and investigated especially the disasters such as s■ ope fai■ ures or debris f■Ows
occurring in Hamada City.

辟III The data was obtained at the Hamada Fire Station.
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A series of the rain from the noon of 20th to the ear■ y morning of

22nd already caused sma■ l ■and s■ ides or s■ope fai■ ures at six sites in the

Shimane prefectura■ area. After this preceding ra■ n ceased′  a real■ y heavy

rainfa■ l bagan at about 21.00 and the hourly rainfa■ ■ intensity reached 60mm/h

two hours ■ater. It even increased to 70mm/h at 2.00 of 23rd. The rainfa■■

became light a■ itt■e for severa■  hours′  the heavy rainfall′  however P again
came at 8.00,A ser■ es of this heavy rainfa■ l ceased completely by the noon of

23rdo Most disasters occurred in this heavy rain from 2η .00 of 22nd to the noon

of 23rd.

2.2 Distribution of S■ ope Fai■ ures

Fig.2 shows the distribution of

slope failures and debris f■ ows

E・ I] that caused ■arge and sma■ ■

damages to houses′  human lives
etc in the municipal area of

Hamada E・ II]. Other sと ope fai■ ures

and debris flows than those shown

in this figure are sti■ l many

but not considered in this study′

because ■t is not known at what

time they occurred.

Plots in Fig。 2 are more

frequent a■ ong the rivers than

in the mountainous area′  particu―

■ar■y a■ ong the lower R.Hamada,

where the urban area of the city

■s located, because only s■ ope

fa■■ures that did some damages

are concerned with in the figure.

It shou■ d be noted here that there

occurred many s■ ope fai■ ures which

did no damage, and that they distribute over the municipal area′  even in the

mountainous area.

EItI] In the fol■ owing′  the term Ws■ Ope fai■ uresW is used to inc■ude debris f■ ows.

EJfIIa sIope failures and debris flows that caused damages were investigated by the Construction

and Civi■  Engineering Office of the Shimane Prefectura■  Authorities, and the data concerning

with them have been collected in a report. For each slope failure or debris fiow′  the time

of the occurrence of failure, the length′  width′  and height of the s■ ope′  the damager the

location of the site etc are recorded in the report. The data col■ ected in the  report wag

used and analyzed in this study.

ξl

Fig。 2 Distributlon of slope failures that did some

damages ln Hamada City.
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2.3 variation of the Number of S■ ope Fai■ ures with Time

ln Fig。 3 the var■ ation of the number of slope fa■ lures with time ■s represented.
By a rough comparison of this figure with Fig。 1′  which shows ths characteristics
of the ra■ nfal■  at Hamada′  it is observed that the peak of the number of fa■ ■―

ures corresponds approx■ mate■ y to the time when the strong ra■ nfa■ l intensity

is recorded. The comparison gives an another important finding: an apprec■ able

number of failures occurred after the noon of 23 rd, when the rain had a■ ready

stopped. For examp■ e′  large slope slides at Nakaba(the ■oCation is shown in
Fig.2)′  which caused the most serious disaster in Hamada by which 15 persons
were ki■ ■ed′  occurred at 12.00 and 13.00 of 23rd. Thus′  some s■ opes can fail

even after the stopping of rainningo This fact must be taken into account in

predicting disasters due to heavy ra■ nfal■ s.

1 12
7/23
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Fig.4 Number of s10pe failures and the time
when the failures occurred for each
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Ftt g。 3 Number of slope failures and the time
when the fa1lures occurred

river system: (a)in the system of the
R.Hamada;(b) in the system of the
R,Sufu.

It will be examined whether the time when a s■ ope fa■ ■ure occurred
is related to or not in which river system the sと ope is sited, More than 35ぞ
of slope fa■ ■ures which gave damages occurred in two river systems of the

R.Sufu and the R.Hamada(see Fig.2). Thus, siope failures sited in these two

river systems are cons■ dered and those in other systems are not.

For each river system′  the var■ ation of the number of siope fa■ ■ures
with time is shown in Fig.4. In the system of the R.Hamada′  the peak of the
number of fai■ ures is seen at the time between l.00 and 3.00 of 23rdo On the

other hand′  in the system of the R.Sufu′  it is seen between 10.00 and ηl.00

of 23rd. Ear■ ier than this timer i.e. between 4.00 and 5.00,,the first― time
peak Of the number is seen′  howeverr even it is two hours later than the time
of the peak in the system of the R.Hamada.

It w■■■ be easily supposed that the difference of the variation of

the number of fa■■ures between these two river systems may be resulted from

the difference of the rainfal■  characteristics between them.

System ol the R.Hamada
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A representative

rainfa■l characteristics fOr

the system of the R.Hamada

may be as already shown in

Fig。 1. Any rainfall record

obta■ned in the system of the

RoSufu′   hOwever, was not
available and hence the

ra■nfal■ recOrd measured at

Misumu―chO wil■  take the p■ ace
of that Of the system of the

RoSufu.

In Fig.5 the rainfal■

characteristics at Misum■ ―cho
is shOwno The hyetograph in

the figure is cOnsiderab■ y
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Fig.5 Hyetograph and accumulated rainfall in Misumiい chO
different frOm that in Fig。 1: the first― time intense rainfal■  more than 50mm/h
is recorded from 3.00 to 4.00 0f 23rd in Misumu― chO, but that is from O.00 tO
l.00 in Hamada. The fact that the rainfall intensity more than 50Hlm/h is reached

about threc hours Oar■ ier in Hamada than in Misumi would be ab■ e to expla■ n
the fact that the peak of the number of slides Occurred twO hOurs ear■ ier in
the system of the RoHamada than in the system of the RoSufu.

3. PREDICTION OF SLOPE FAILURES DUE TO HEAVY RAINFALLS

3.l Pre■ iminary cOnsideration

To predict whether disastrous s■ ope fai■ ures or debris flows wil■  occur or not
in a heavy rainfa■ l is ■mportant and necessary for the purpose of preventing
disasters. To dO so, the characteristics of the rain must be described in terms

Of some adequate parametrs. since the ra■ nfa■ l wi■■ vary from time to timer
such parameters must be some quantities being derived from the up― to―time infor―
mation on the rain. Among many pOssible parameters′  the hourly intensity of
ra■ nfall′  the per■od of ra■ningr the accumulated rainfa■ ■, and the effective
intensity of rainfa■ l have been cons■ dered effective, and′  by using one or some
of them′ to predict the occurrence of disasters has been tried.

It is a■ ready clear from the discussion in the preceding section that

the rainfal■  intensity can be of course a very important parameter because the

occurrence of disasters is substantia■ ■y re■ ated to it. But the fact that some
disastrOus s■ ope fa■ lures can occur even after the stopping of the rain ■eads
to use it, for example, with the accumulated rainfall.

However, the use of the rainfall intensity with the accumulated rain―

fall may be ■imited for predicting the occurrence of disasters. Fig。 6 is pre―
pared fOr the examp■e. This figure is based on the data shown in Fig。 呵. The
accumu■ated rainfa■ l is shown from 5.00 of 20th 」u■y. A series of dashed ■ines
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Corresponds to the pre―   奮

ceding rainfa■ l′ i.e.   言
100

the rainfa■■ from the     Ⅲ

morning of 20th to the    奪
morning of 22nd, and a  tE 50

ser■es Of s。 ■id lines     篤

tO the heavy ra■ nfa■ ■     :
from 21.00 of 22nd.     

ぞ 0
The relation    3

from 5.00 of 20th to 24.00 0f 24th 」uly in 1983

in Hamada City      51第 47

′ヘ
′1.「

‐~
1′

ノ
 I

Accunulated Rainfa‖ 舵

b:eih整:d :。こ
i:i:.i:こ

ing   19・
6  ::を

3∴ i早 lt!it】ξ早帯fま l早 . 帯サ帯をΥal:ilillをat!til:i存もmb!' Ile
the danger of suffering        Sl° pe fallures,

disasters. Name■ y, a critical line, insュ de which no disaster wil■  。ccur and out―
side which sOme disasters wil■  Occur′ has been drawn fOr some disasters
in severa■  districts in the past[3]. 工f such a critica■  line is expected to draw
in Fig.6′  a prob■ em wi■■ arise: from when should the accumulation of the rain―
fa■ l be started? In other wordsP in the case of Fig。 6′  how shOuld the preceding
ra■n be treated? For examp■ e, when we ■et the accumulated rainfal■  be zero at
the beginning of the preceding rain′  the critical line shOu■ d be passed near
the point of r=O and ″=190. In another way, when we let it be zero at the begin―
ning of the heavy rainfall from 21.00 0f 22nd′  the critical ■ine will be passed
the point of r=O and Fr=0. Thus it is very difficu■ t to draw the critical ■ine in
the r― rF diagram。

Michiue and Koう ima[4] analyzed the data on heavy rainfalls that caused

s■ ope fai■ ures in Kure City of Hiroshima Prefecture since 1951. He used the

method using a tank model′  one of methods for analyzing the run― off cahracteris―
tics of a bassin′  and derived an ■mportant conc■ usloni the occurrence of a sと ope
fa■ lure ■s c■ ose■y related to the storage in the model at the time of the

occurrence. He determined statiscal■ y the critica■  va■ ue of the storage. The
critical storage ■s defined such that ′ when the value ■s reachedr a high per―
cent of disasters should occurred. An essential feature of this method is to

use the storage in the mode■  instead of using direct■ y the data on the ra■ nfall.
In the fol■owing section, the method using the tank mode■  proposed by Michiue
et al[4] wi■ ■ be app■ ied to the case of disasters in Hamada and its ability to

predict the occurrence of disasters w■ ■■ be discussed。

3.2  App■ icatiOn of the Method using a Tank Model

(1)Variation of the Tota■  stOrage with Time
The total storage in the tanks was ca■ cu■ated every hour by using the hyetograph
in Hamada City (Figoη )and its variation with time is shown in Fig.7. In the
figure the dimens■ons of the tank model and values  for parameters used in the

calculato■on are also shown. The dimens■ ons and va■ ues of parameters are qu■ te
the same as those used in the study of Michiuc and Kojima[4]. The initial condi―
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tion is such that: St=10, 3ど =ε ?=0, and ∂
5=∂ ゥ

(mm)at 23.00 of 15th 」u■y, where
∂
ゥ  is the tota■  stOrage in the tanks and ∂

ヱ′∂2 and ∂5 are storages in the first
tank, in the second tank and in the third tank′  respective■ y. This condition
emp10yed here fol10ws the assumption used in Michiuc and Kojima[4], and it means

that the storage frOm abOut η week befOre the first Occurrence of disaster is
effective.

HAMADA

July, 1983
等 こγ

sl・010(hr~I)
α2・0_16
α3・0 05
α4=0 01
81‐ 0 12
82・ 0 05
83・ 0 01

St=Sl+S2+S3

Ll=15(nl n)

と2‐60
L3・ 15
L4・ 15

唖瑞 螂
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Fig.7 The variation of the calculated total storage with time

It is seen in Fig。 7 that the tota■  storage ε
ι
reaches the first― time

peak at 22.00 。f 21st, it continues to decrease by the midnight of 22nd, and

■t sudden■ y increases with a very high rate from the midnight of 23rd. The

maximum of ∂
ゥ is reaChed at 12.00 of 23rd and after then it decreases.

The behaviour of ε
ι above wi■ ■ be compared with the hyetograph in

Fig。 1. The peak of oし
 iS a■

ways reached later than the peak of the rainfa■ ■

intensity:twO hOurs later in the casc of the preceding rain from 23.00 of 20th

to 7.00 of 21st, and ten hours later in the case of the disastrous heavy rain―

fa■ l from 22,00 of 22nd とo 12.00 of 23rd. It is also noted that the storage

does not run off instantaneous■ y when the rain stopped.

(2)Determination of the Critica■  Storage
The total storage s↓

 at any time has
been thus ca■ culated′  and therefore
the relation between the number of s■ ope

fa■■ures ∬ and the time′   as shown in
Fig。 4ァ can be converted to the relation

between  ∬  and δ
ゥ
. In Fig。 8 the result

is shown. Since ∂
ヶ is not a monotonous

function of time′  two cases when the
time rate of ∂

ゥ can be negative and
positivs are distingu■ shed in the figure.

Fig。 8 indicates that, when

Z dSt/dt(0

日 dSt/dt≧ 0

ぃ
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50     100     150     200     250     300
Total Storage St (mm)

Fig.8 Relatlon between the number of slope
faヽ l ures〃 and the total storage勇 .
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the total storage εt reached a certain va■ ue ∂
ゥrι ブ'Sと

°pes of the corresponding
number ttrι

′  failed・
 This imp■ ies that the certain va■ ue ∂

t rι ノ can be the
critica■  storage for the s■ opes of the number of 〃

rι ) beCause they fai■ed when
ε
ゥ

=∂
↓rι

'・

 
・

n °ther words,the critica■  storage for a s■ ope that fai■ ed at a cer―

tain time is given as the tota■  storage at that timer and this total storage
may be the ‖とoca■  critical storage‖ δ

↓ι
。
         99

Fig.8  can be considered as the

frequency distribution of the loca■  critica■

storage ε
ゥι

. To determine the distribution       90

function is tried in Fig。 9′  where the relation
of FF and ∂

ゥι  in Fig.8 is rep■otted on the     s
normal probability paper. It is c■ ear from     掛 50

this figure that the distribution of ∂
↓ι can   石

be described by the normal distribution N(‖ ′σ) 窪
where ll is the average value of ∂

ιι and σ iS   
∝
 10

the standard dev■ation . The values for these

parameters were determined as μ=200mm , and
σ=43mm                                            l

In order to predict the occurrence

of disastrous s■ ope fai■ ures in the area con―

cerned by using the concept Of the critica■

storage′ a representative va■ ue of the critical

storage that can be app■ ied for a■ ■ the こ■opes

lo0              200               300
Totai Storage St  (mm)

Fig.9.〔
1:t帯。,iaキ

~:´

。〔i:♀iil, IIper.

with the potentia■  possibi■ ity of fa■■ing  in the area must be chosen. The

representative critical storage for the area concerned, which w■ ■■ be denoted

by ∂
しθ ′ should be determined based on the data of many cases in each of which

many slope fa■ ■ures occurred. In Hamada City′  unfortunately, such statisca■
data on disasters in the past is not ava■ ■ab■ eo Hence′  it is assumed that the
re■ation between the heavy rainfa■ ■ and the s■ ope fai■ ures experienced in 刊983

may be typica■  one.

Michiue and Koう ima[4] introduced two concepts for the determination
of the va■ ue of ∂

↓。
: One is Wthe occurrence rateW P and another is Wthe excess

occurrence  ratett T. The occurrence rate P is defined as the ratio of the number

of s■ ope failures which occurred when δ
↓
≧∂

ゥ.. to the total number of fai■ures.

The sma■ ■er va■ ue of the critica■ storage ∂
ゥθ  s chosen, the ■arger the occur―

rence rate P wi■ ■ be c■ose to l. Therefore′  the on■y use of P is not sufficient

in eva■uating the critical storage ∂
ゥ。

. To compensate this unfavorab■ e property
of the concept P, an another concept of the excess occurrence rate T was intro―

duced.  T is defined as ∬
△ゥデ

/∬ Σ△↓' Where F7Σ △し iS the total number of time
intervals inc■ uded in the period when ∂

ι
≧∂

ιθ′ and ∬
△ゥF  iS the number of time

intervals in which at least one s■ ope fa■ ■ure occurred in this per■ od
ln the definition Of T′  a´ time interval may be reasonably defined

as the reference per■ od used in the express■ On of the rainfall intensity. In

０
。
　
ノ

／
／
／（σ

゛

0
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this study, a time interva■  of  one hour wil■ be used because the hour■ y inten―

sity is emp■oyed.

When a ■arger va■ ue of ∂
↓θ is chosen, T wi■ ■ be ■arger to be close

t。 1. The ■arger T is′  the more favorable the chosen value of ε
ιo is as the

critica■  storage. Thusァ  the properties of P and T are opposed from each other
for evaluating the va■ ue of ∂

ゥθ  Therefore, P and PxT wi■ l be used as indices
for the eva■ uation of ∂

ιθ according to Michiue and Kojima[4].
When the average of ∂

ゥι
′ ‖′

or the value with deviation of ■o or     i・ 0

と2σ  from II is taken as the critica■
   圧 .8

storage for the area concerned′   P, T  E
and PxT were calculated as shown in    

ミ .6
Fig。 loo From this figurer it wou■ d     CL

be found that the value of ‖―。  cou■ d  = .4
be chosen as the most adequate value   【

for the critica■  storage ∂
ιθ

′i.e. when 
嘔 .2

∂
↓θ=‖

―σ  P is close to l′   T is not so     CL
small and PxT  is appreciably ■arge.ε

ιc   0 100      150     200      250     300      350
Critical Storage Stc (mm)= ‖―o (=157mm) means  from the property

of the normal distr■ bution that′  when
∂
ウ
≧∂

ιo(=157mm)′  the ∂
ゥ shou■

d be the
Flg.10 variation Of probabilities with

several chosen value of ∂
しθ

local storage S方
を in siopes of 842 0f those with possibi■ ity of failing. In

Fig.8 shows  that  there are 19呵      S10pe fai■ures for which ∂
ゥι iS equal to

or more than 157mm ThiS nulnber 191 corresponds to 94名    Of the total number
of sとope fa■とures.

4. DISCUSSION

The same method as that app■ ied tO the case of disasters in 1983 wi■ ■

be app■ ied to the other case of disasters and the ability of the critical sto―

rage determined in the preciding section to predict the occurrence of

disasters wェ ■■ be examined.

In Fig。 11, the hyetograph in Hamada City in 1972 and the ca■ cu■ated
total storage curve are shown. The tota■  storage was ca■culated with the initia■
condition such that Sゥ =ε 5=10mm and ∂

ヱ
=∂2=Omm at 5.00 of 9th ju■ y. The value  of

the critica■  storage of 125mm determined in the preciding sectiOn is indicated

by a dased straight linet since the deta■ ■ed data on the disasters of this case

is not ava■ lab■e at present, on■y the data on the road embankment fa■ ■ures are
cited based on the published report[5].

In the figure an arrow indicates an occurrence of an embankment fai―

■ure.    The critical storage line can not      We■ l exp■ ain the occurrences.
In facts,  3 fai■ ures occur  under the condition of ε

t≧
∂
ォっ=157mm. ThuS, the

critica■  storage of 157mm is not sO effective for the different rainfa■ l charac
teristics and for the different type of fa■ lures.

‐k｀
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It haS been often emphasized in this study that some disastrous slope
fa■ lures occurs even after the rain ceases. The examp■ e of large s■ ope s■ ides at

Nakaba ■s a typica■  one.It is sa■ d that these slides occurred two times:at about

12.30 and at about 13.00. 15 persons were ki■ ■ed by the s■ ides. It is understood

from Fig,7 that, at the time of these s■ ideS′  the tota■  storage was still higher

than the critical value.If the warning had been issued until the time when the

total storage has decreased to the critica■  va■ ue′  the ■oss of human ■ives would

be prevented. Thus, the method using a tank model seems to be effective in

evaluating the time for issuing the warnig or clearing it.

The method using a tank model has some shortcomings. one of them is

that it is affected by the cho■ ce of the initial condition, as we■ ■ as the

method using r― 打 diagram(as shOwn in Fig。 6), In this study′  the total storage
about  One  week before the beginning of the heavy rainfa■ l was ηOmm based

on the assumption made in Michiuc and Koう ima[4]. The way iS rather arbitrary′

the following conditiOn, however′ wil■  be recommended: the tota■  storage ■ower

than the height of the lowest tank of the mode■ tsee Fig。 7)should be emp■oyed

in the period which precedes the heavy rainfa■ l and  when the rainfall is nul■ .

The effect of the initial condition on the result would not be so much as it

may spoi■  the abi■ ity of the method.

5, CONCLUSION

The data on disasters due to the heavy rainfa■ ■ in 」u■y of η983′  in
Hamada City of Shimane Prefecture was analyzed in this study.

It was examined how the time when a s■ ope fa■ lure occurred iS re■ated

to characteristics of the rainfal■ , It was seen that the var■ ation of the number

of slope fa■ ■ures or debris flows with time ■s corre■ ative with the variation

of the rainfa■ ■ intensity with time. It was′  howeverr also emphasized that some
disastrous slope fai■ ures occured even after the stopping of the rain.

The possibility to dFaW a Critical line in the rainfa■ l intensity―

accumulated rainfal■ diagram was examined′  and it was found essentia■ ■y diffi―

cult to do so because of a shortcoming property of this diagram. Instend of
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the diagram, the method using a tank mode■ ′ used in Michiue and Koう ima[4], was

applied to the disasters in Hamada′  and the va■ ue of the critica■ storage was

determined by using a few concepts Of probabi■ ity. The va■ ue determined could

succesful■ y predict occurrences of s■ ope failures.

This method and the derived value of the critica■  storage were app■ ied

to another case of disasters in 1972, and their app■ icabi■ ity was examined.

By using the concept of the critica■  storagef s■ ope fai■ ures that may

occur after the stopping of  the ra■ n can be predicted. The possibility that

the loss of human ■ives due to such delayed fa■ lures should have been prevented

was shown for the case of s■ ope s■ ides at Nakaba.

In princip■e, s■ ope fai■ ures or debris flows can not be preventOd′

even though the occurrence wou■ d be predicted′  because they are natura■  pheno―

mena. However, the effort to prevent human ■ives from being ■ost must be made,

and to do so ■s possible.The method used in this study would be a powerfull

for eva■ uating the time of issuing or clearing the warning aga■ st disasters

due to heavy rainfa■ ■s.
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